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oneSchedule for Android and iPhone
Why bother with printed schedules when managers and employees 
can keep an eye on always up to date schedules, transfer shifts, and 
request time off with the oneSchedule app for Android and iPhone. 
The included phonebook lets a manager quickly get in touch with 
his or her employees. All shift transfer and time off requests can 
be approved by a manager from within the app or in the oneMetrix 
hybrid cloud solution.

Sales Projection with Labor Ratio
Control your sales/labor ratio easily with oneSchedule. With 
oneSchedule you can input projected sales along with desired labor 
ratio. As shifts are added to the schedule, color coding will inform 
you whether you are over/under your target labor ratio. Moreover, 
know the total spent on labor by day and week at a glance, and the 
average labor ratio by week.

Daily View 
The Daily View allows more fine-grained control over shifts. Here 
you can adjust shift times by dragging or re-sizing shift lengths. 
You can even adjust multiple shifts in one go. This feature comes in 
handy if, for example, opening or closing times are changed. 

Employee Unavailability
You can use the oneSchedule solution to add employee 
unavailability, so that you know when employees are out sick, on 
vacation or other type of leave. Then you do not need to worry 
about scheduling someone who is unavailable to work.

Reports
The employee schedule feature also includes various reports both 
in the cloud and whitin the back office product for viewing the 
schedule including filter criteria, so that you can view, save and print 
the schedules very easily.

Assigning a shift is as easy as clicking the intersecting employee row and 
week day column and adding/updating shifts in the popup window. The ability 
to copy past schedules by week or day makes it super fast to maintain your 
employees’ schedules. Shift collisions are handled properly so you do not have 
to worry about creating overlapping records. The filter/search options will filter 
the schedule by pay categories and departments, so you can rest assured that 
each job function receives adequate scheduling. 

oneSchedule

It Just Works!
The POS System that  

gets the job done

The onePOS oneSchedule solution provides intuitive, 
efficient ways to create, maintain, and distribute your 
employee schedules.
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Highlighted Features
 ● In-house scheduling application used to create, 

edit and add new employee schedule records  
in the oneMetrix cloud.

 ● Weekly and daily views available for adding/
editing schedule records.

 ● Copy and merge schedule records so that 
replicating a prior schedule is efficiently 
performed.

 ● Publishing schedules in the oneMetrix cloud.

 ● Scheduling reports are available in the cloud  
and the back office product - both include  
filtering criteria.

 ●  Allows user to add unavailability for employees  
to prohibit scheduling employees who are out  
of town, etc.


